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FilmPlus Ibiza has been providing equipment rental and production services in Ibiza since 2012, with full time technical and production crew 
working around the clock to facilitate your every need. Parent company Loft Studios is running the production side of the business, working 
alongside FilmPlus, and bringing it’s wealth of film and stills production experience to the white island.



Our friendly, professional and 
highly experienced production 
crew, are fluent in Spanish & 
English. We can also offer French 
and German speaking crew as 
required. They all have extensive 
knowledge of the island, which 
means they are a great source 
of useful local information and 
won’t waste any valuable time.

Our Ibiza based multilingual 
team have over 15 years 
experience working on the 
Island, and have unique access 
and in-depth knowledge of the 
filming requirements to film in 
the Balearics.From beaches to 
boats, restaurants to clubs and 
hotels to villa, we’ll  make sure 
you have the right paperwork 
and permits for each shoot. 

Our bespoke services include: 
• Accommodation
• Locations & Permits
• Flights & transport
• Catering
• Crew
• Prop stylists
• Fashion stylists
• Casting services
• Hair/Make-up artists 
• Boat hire
• Underwater Photography/filming
• Equipment hire
• Studio hirePr
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Our production department can 
facilitate a range of shoots using 
our local network of bilingual 
crew including Producers, 
Directors, Production Managers, 
Location Scouts, DOPs, Camera 
and Stedicam Operators, 
Camera Assistants, Editors, 
Gaffers, Sparks and Runners. 
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Whatever the brief, our art 
department can also provide 
on-site art directors, prop 
masters and stylists for fashion 
and interior shoots. In addition 
to crew we also offer pop-up art 
departments and stylists van fully 
equipped for location shoots. 

 Our in-house casting team 
have experience of video 
casting and street casting 
and have access to a huge 
network of contributors as 
well as working directly with 
model agencies on the island 
to scout the latest faces and 
personalities to suit your brief. 

Services we can provide:

• Equipement Hire

• Crewing

• Event Production

• Live Streaming

• Stills Photography

• Aerial Photography

• Underwater Shooting

• Line Production

• Budget Management

• Location Scouting

• Talent casting & booking

• Street Casting

• Video Casting

• Prop Sourcing

• Prop Making

• Set construction

• Video Editing

• Post Prodcuton



Ibiza offers some of the best locations for filming, not only because 
of the weather but for its diverse terrain, from corn to poppy fields, 
forests to tropical gardens, sand dunes to pebble beaches, desert 
landscapes to rock faces and industrial locales to urban backgrounds. 
Whatever the brief, Ibiza can offer the perfect backdrop. We have a 
huge database of awesome surroundings for you to choose from. Just 
send us a brief and we’ll put together a mood board for inspiration.
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Our in-house location team 
has an in-depth knowledge 
of the island and the best 
places to film plus the intrinsic 
filming permit system that 
needs to be adhered to 
when filming on the island.

If you are looking to film in a 
venue, be it a villa, building 
or club, we have a range of 
options on offer: Nightclubs, 
quaint cafes, beach bars, 
fishermen’s shacks, modern 
white architecture, endless 
pools, historical buildings, 
rustic farmhouses, skate 
parks, riding schools, airports, 
harbours. Share your brief 
with us and we’ll send 
you the perfect venue. 
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Wherever you film, health and 
safety is our top priority and 
we make sure you have the 
correct insurance and risk 
assessment to cover the job 
as well as provide onsite first 
aid services, where needed.

We also understand the 
importance of feeding the 
crew and offer up some of the 
best catering on the island. 
Be it food boxes or onsite 
catering, we can deliver the 
best menus to suit your dietary 
and budgetary needs.

We can also provide any 
pop-up set ups required, 
be it an art department 
or just an on-site office.
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If your shoot requires unique 
props we have a range available 
from vintage cars, fishermen’s 
boat, old schooners, gypsy 
caravans, retro vehicles, to the 
latest Ferrari, sporty jeeps, private 
planes, luxury speed boats, 
whatever prop you require 
we can help you source. 

Here at FilmPlus we understand 
the importance of props to 
finesse, any project be it film or 
stills. That’s why we collaborate 
with the best talent on the 
island to deliver the best 
creative services whether it’s 
art direction, prop buying, prop 
making, set design, fashion or 
interior styling. We have a roster 
of talent we can share with you 
to help bring your brief to life.
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Additional vehicles available:

• Styling/Wardrobe van

• Location / Production van

• 9 Seater crew van w clothes rail

• Cargo Vans

• Driver/Runners/Assistants

• 4x4 Land Rover

• Vintage and sports car

• 9 Seater Mercedes Exec V Class

• 18 Seater Minibus

Location Van/Styling Kit Includes:

• Styling Bench
• Portable Rails + hangers
• Awning for shade
• Table and 4 chairs
• Digital Work Station
• Fridge
• Nespresso Coffee Machine
• IPad 3G
• 2K Generator
• Extension Cables
• Beach Cart
• Parasol Umbrella x2
• Toilet
• Shower

Transport to get around the 
island is crucial, that’s why we 
have a fleet of vehicles to hire 
with a driver, runner or assistant 
to help accommodate your 
shoot. Our styling/production 
van is perfect to use as a 
portable wardrobe, with styling 
mirror, ceiling rails, ample storage 
space, fridge, sink, power points 
and digital workstation. We also 
have  9 seater combo vans and 
executive people carriers to hire. 
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• Arri, Sony,  Canon
• Zeiss and Canon lenses
• Camera support & rigs
• HD monitors
• Track, dollies. sliders
• Jibs and cranes
• Audio
• Underwater housing
• Live production mixers

Our ever-evolving video 
department consists of 
cutting-edge camera systems 
customised support rigs, sound 
grip, lighting, and location 
equipment. We are constantly 
investing in the latest technology 
to meet our client’s needs. 

We can also provide under-
water camera operators with 
specially manufactured housing 
for Canon 5D MK111, Red 
Epic, and Scarlett cameras. 

We supply the latest lighting 
and grip equipment for 
photographic and grip 
equipment for photographic, 
video and film shoots.  Our 
Gaffers and Lighting assistants 
are available to work on set with 
your crew and can be provided 
with cargo/kit vans, making the 
transportation of equipment 
on location that much easier. 

• Profoto Flash
• HMI powered and battery
• Kino Flo, LED
• Tungsten fresnel
• Stands, booms, grip
• Frames, textiles, reflectors
• Generators, cables & distro
• Styling and location
• Colorama, gaffa and gels

Our digital capture packages 
are custom designed using top 
brands including Phase One, 
Hasselblad, Apple Macintosh, 
and Eizo. The equipment 
can be provided with or 
without one of our London 
trained digital operators. 

• Canon DSLR
• Phase One
• Apple computers
• Eizo Monitors
• Location accessories
• Tripods
• Hard drives
• Underwater housing
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With a background in lwwive 
production FilmPlus are able to 
deliver a 360-degree service to 
our client. Whether it’s producing 
a live event or streaming it 
live we can cater to all your 
needs. We pride ourselves on 
being the only Ibiza-based 
film production company 
that provides independently 
reliable broadcast quality video 
streaming, recording and 
editing services to producers 
of live events on the island.

Our team of experienced 
operators work with LiveCast to 
provide a multi-camera live video 
mixing system, which enables 
us to capture the full details of 
any event from a multitude of 
angles. The service provides an 
independent satellite internet 
connection guaranteeing 
fail-safe broadcasting. 

The inclusion of multi-track 
recording means we don’t 
miss a thing and allows us later 
to create full-length movies, 
snippets, teasers and highlight 
packages for easy sharing 
and rapid consumption across 
all social media platforms. 

For more information on event 
production and live streaming 
contact: Kelley@loftstudios.co.uk



And finally, our biggest priority 
is to make sure all of our 
clients have an enjoyable and 
stress-free filming experience 
on the island. If we can do 
anything to help or make your 
experience more memorable 
please drop us an email at:

Kelley@loftstudios.co.uk

THANK YOU!
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